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QUICK FACTS:ABOUT AUSTRALIA

Australia is a nation of boundless adventure, with vastly disparate 
landscapes, the majestic ocean surrounding its coastline and 
numerous fascinating, prehistoric destinations scattering its 
interior.

From its culturally-diverse cities, you can quickly find yourself in 
more remote locations, discovering Australia's endemic wildlife 
and captivating history.

While many - from foreign backpackers to domestic retirees 
- navigate their way around this vast nation, few are able to 
experience exclusive luxury adventure across its eight states and 
territories. From chartering a private yacht on the Great Barrier 
Reef and swimming with whale sharks in Western Australia to 
enjoying a surf lesson in Sydney, expertly coached by a professional 
surfer, this portfolio comprises a wealth of adventurous and 
exceptional luxury tours to suit all travelers.

Adventure is in the eye of the beholder, and whether you are an 
adrenalin junkie or favor a more leisurely exploration, Australia is 
ripe with potential.

Discover the adventures of Australia...

• 'Outback' Australia encompasses most 
states, but the Northern Territory is the most 
iconic region

• Australia possesses some 12,000 beaches, 
from the globally-popular Bondi to the 
secluded Wineglass Bay in Tasmania

• There are many landmarks to explore by car 
or on foot, but taking to the air captures the 
vastness & beauty of the landscape

• Australia's First Nations people hold 
reverence for many landmarks - Uluru, for 
example, is thought to have been created by 
a wallaby and two snakes playing together

• Australia has a history of adventure, from the 
early explorers to outback livestock stations 
& the national passion for camping

• Whether within major cities or far from any 
town, adventure can be found everywhere

C L A S S I C

AUSTRALIAN
ADVENTURE TOURS
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NEW SOUTH WALES
TOURS

ADVENTURE GLAMPING - Blue Mountains

A two-time Guinness Book of World Records title holder 
and world-class adventurer alongside his handpicked team 
will show you through a multitude of outdoor activities 
in the heart of the World Heritage-listed Blue Mountains 
region. This adventure experience offers absolute control 
and personalized support for each activity, coupled 
with exceptional comfort at the base camp glamping 
site at night, with delicious food, beautiful scenery, and 
spectacular company.

EXTREME RIB HARBOR ADVENTURE - Sydney

Hurtle across the iconic Sydney Harbour on a ‘Rigid 
Inflatable Boat’ (RIB) - the fastest commercially-operated 
vessel available upon the harbor’s waters. Add a slice 
of adrenaline to your Sydney experience and enjoy 
unrestricted speed limits, spectacular coastal scenery 
and seasonal whale watching on this comfortable yet 
adventurous off-shore experience, with whale sightings 
guaranteed between mid-May to early November.

PRIVATE PRO SURF LESSONS - Bondi Beach

Carve the waves of Bondi Beach and beyond with some 
of Australia's finest surf stars. We can organize pop-up 
surfing lessons wherever you'd like to take to the waves, 
including prime surfing spots such as Byron Bay, Lennox 
Head, and Maroubra. You’ll receive expert guidance 
through surfing techniques and tricks to suit every level 
of surfing expertise, regardless of whether you’re an 
experienced surfer or an absolute beginner.

PASPALEY PEARLS SHOWROOM - Sydney

An iconic Australian luxury commodity and the crème de 
la crème of pearls across the globe, Paspaley South Sea 
Pearls are world-renowned due to their rarity, high quality 
and high value, and are consequently only sold to the most 
exclusive jewelry houses on the planet. Take a behind-the-
scenes tour at their Sydney Showroom on this exclusive 
experience, with the opportunity to peruse the Paspaley 
Family's private collection and watch master pearl graders 
at work.
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QUEENSLAND
TOURS

BOTANIC ARK - Daintree Rainforest

Run by husband-and-wife duo Alan and Susan Carle, the 
Botanical Ark is a tranquil retreat resting on the edge 
of the Daintree Rainforest. Founded on a commitment 
to conservation and sustainability, it houses the largest 
collection of tropical ethno-botanical plants in the world. 

Over forty years of tropical research have gone into 
this retreat, farm, and education space, committed to 
harmonizing humanity living in the unique ecosystem of 
Queensland’s lush Tropical North.

YACHT CHARTER - Great Barrier Reef

The perfect base to explore the splendor of the Great 
Barrier Reef, this five-star all-rounder vessel is serviced by 
a passionate and local crew to provide outstanding fishing, 
diving, scientific research, film, exploration and adventure 
charters. 

Discover the remarkable waters and ecosystems of the 
Great Barrier Reef with spectacular interpretive knowledge 
. Enjoy snorkeling, scuba diving, wildlife watching for 
endangered green turtles, swimming alongside curious 
Dwarf minke whales and much more.
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VICTORIA
TOURS

MAN FROM SNOWY RIVER RIDE - Snowy Mountains

Experience a high-country horseback adventure voyage 
across five days on an authentic Man from Snowy River 
safari, and discover the beauty and history of the Victorian 
High Country. Experience spectacular scenery and 
abundant wildlife by day, and relax at night in pioneer 

homesteads while enjoying fully-hosted comfort. Enjoy an 
adventurous and comprehensive overview of the region’s 
landscape and history, including a visit to the hill where 
the iconic jump scene in the titular film was shot.
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GUIDED SAIL WALK - Wineglass Bay

Combining one of Australia’s finest walking holidays with 
sailing, escape to Tasmania’s national park-covered east 
coast on a private excursion and breathe in nature at its 
most remote. Enjoy the sea breeze as you go island hopping, 
traverse spectacular beaches, peninsulas and island trails, 
hike superb national park trails by day, and relax upon your 
luxury ketch yacht each evening, accompanied with superb 
three-course dinners and barefoot beach bliss.

PRIVATE AFTER-HOURS MONA TOUR - Berrievale

Provocative, experimental, and highly influential, the 
Museum of Old and New Art (MONA) is a renowned 
Tasmanian staple and the largest privately-funded 
museum in southern hemisphere. Founded and curated 
by the eclectic David Walsh, explore this 'subversive adult 
Disneyland' at your leisure with an after-hours, fully-hosted 
tour hosted by a private MONA art concierge to provide 
exceptional and insightful commentary on some of the 
world's most evocative pieces of modern art.

OCEAN SAFARI BOAT CHARTER - West Coast

Offering private day and overnight cruises on a custom-
built vessel for voyages on Tasmanian waters, guests on this 
expedition charter cruise will traverse this stunning part of 

the world in safety and comfort. Guests will enjoy Tasmania’s 
World-Heritage listed wilderness upon the west coast, 
indulging in access to private islands, rugged wilderness, 
exceptional bird-watching and breathtaking landscapes 
while enjoying panoramic views from the vessel's open plan 
saloon and dining areas.

OUTDOOR ADVENTURES - Various Locations

Get your adrenaline pumping with a hosted range of outdoor 
adventure activities in the remote wilderness regions of 
Tasmania. Whether it’s hiking in extreme wilderness, quad-
biking through coastal heath and eucalypt-covered hills, 
mountain biking down the Ben Lomond descent, canyoning 
through rugged river landscapes or abseiling down the 460-
foot (140m) edge of the Gordon Dam, we can customize a 
blood-pumping adventure tour to remember.

HUNT & GATHER SEAFOOD DAY - Various Locations

Embark on a hunt-and-gather expedition to remember. Take 
a helicopter to a private-access island, and embark onto 
Tasmanian waters on a cabin cruiser to spread lobster pots 
and shark lines. Fish for flathead, flip abalone off the rocks, 
and forage for other delicacies. Cook up these fresh catches 
on the beach alongside Tasmanian rock lobster, freshly-
caught flake, and other spoils of the day, accompanied by 
Tasmanian cheeses and wines.

C L A S S I C

TASMANIA
TOURS
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OUTBACK STATION HELI SAFARI - Top End

Marvel at the immense and pristine landscapes of the Top 
End from helicopter. Offering infinite customizability and 
incredible access, a heli safari across the Top End can lead 
you to hidden waterfalls set up with a gourmet picnic, safe 
swimming holes nestled amongst escarpment, ancient 
Aboriginal rock art sites few have ever seen, and many other 
wonders. Specialized fishing tours and wildlife spotting 
tours using a helicopter can be tailor-made to your interests 
depending on the season.

CULTURAL EXPERIENCE - Arnhem Land

Learn about the ancient Aboriginal culture and bush tucker, 
and discover amazing rock art. Offering fantastic guides that 
give you in-depth understanding of the Aboriginal culture, 
the tour can arrange for you to meet traditional owners 
and spend time learning their fascinating culture. Best of 
all, it offers access to Arnhem Land - a very special part of 
Australia that very few ever get to experience.

C L A S S I C

NORTHERN TERRITORY
TOURS
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WHALE SWIMMING - Ningaloo, WA

Ningaloo Reef is recognized as one of the major migratory 
routes for humpback whales and whale sharks. From as 
early as June to end of October, humpback whales rest in 
the warm waters of the Exmouth Gulf, while whale sharks 
visit from mid-March to August. Teamed with a professional 
spotter, you are able to swim alongside these remarkable 
gentle giants, or watch from aboard a yacht as they glide 
through the crystal-clear waters with their pod.

ABORIGINAL ETHNOGRAPHY - Adelaide, SA

Described as the most comprehensive collection of 
Australian Aboriginal cultural material in the world, this 
collection harbors over thirty thousand culturally significant 
artefacts, artworks, ethnographic and ceremonial materials 
showcasing the culture and geodiversity of Australia's 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. Discover 
insights into more than 65,000 years of rich cultures and 
histories with a guided tour from the Museum of South 
Australia's Head of Humanities.

IN RM'S FOOTSTEPS - Adelaide, SA

A definitive symbol of South Australia, R.M. William’s journey 
from swagman to millionaire is reflected in the iconic R.M. 
Williams hand-crafted Chelsea-style boots.

This exclusive offering allows you to discover the legacy of 
R.M. Williams himself, and explore the workshop with a 
private behind the scenes tour and exploration of the boots' 
unique history, complete with a personal fitting for your very 
own pair of boots.

COASTAL SAFARI - Eyre Peninsula, SA

Offering nature in abundance on the Eyre Peninsula, this 
seafaring safari gets guests up close and personal with 
koalas and native birds, frolicking with sea lions, fishing off 
the coast and shucking oysters straight off the rock. Enjoy 
encounters with iconic Australian wildlife, including koalas, 
emus and kangaroos, indulge in Australia’s best seafood, 
and traverse the rugged and remote wilderness at one of the 
hidden gems of Australia's beautiful south coast.

C L A S S I C

SOUTH & WEST AUSTRALIA
TOURS
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LUXURY VIP
EXPERIENCES

PC-12 AIR SAFARI - Various Locations

Enjoy a completely hand-crafted, elite itinerary taking 
you across the continent via private Pilatus PC-12 aircraft. 
Traveling in VIP privacy and luxury, this jet-setting 
experience streamlines access across all areas, from 
bustling Sydney to the most remote outback locations in 
one seamless trip. Luxuriate in smooth leather seats or 
use the productive cabin space while navigating Australia’s 
highlights and hidden gems from the skies.

HELI SAFARI - Various Locations

Embark on a helicopter adventure taking you to soaring 
new heights. Enjoy the best of Australia from a bird’s 
eye perspective, where every seat is best in the house. 
A helicopter safari can be customized in whatever area 
you choose, delivering an enthralling exploration of the 
land while you enjoy the perks of direct access to remote 
locations, facilitated by the use of top-of-the-line pilots, 
helicopters, and access points.

ULTIMATE 4WD SAFARI - Various Locations

Experience the Australian outback by the long road—via 
a private 4WD camping safari with a collection of hosts, 
guides, and accomplices to assist you along the way. 
As a fully customized tour, 4WD camping safari can be 

organized across all of Australia, taking you off the beaten 
track into national parks, along beaches and cliffsides, 
to remote mining and ghost towns, deserts and nature 
reserves, Aboriginal communities and much more.

BUILD YOUR OWN SAFARI CAMP - Various Locations

Immerse yourself into some of Australia’s most remote, 
rarely-explored regions with your own customized pop-
up safari camp, where the only limit is your imagination. 
Design a bespoke glamping experience with all the 
trimmings—guides, chefs, and quality staff - with the 
flexibility to venture throughout the country. Camp 
alongside amazing natural phenomena like Lake Eyre in 
flood with all the personalization you need to make it the 
perfect trip.

LUXURY YACHT CHARTER - Great Barrier Reef

Robust, elegant and spacious, BELUGA is an explorer-
style motor yacht based out of Port Douglas. Serviced by 
a professional crew and coming fully-equipped with a 
range of activities and toys for relaxing, fishing, diving, and 
adventuring, BELUGA ensures an exceptional-value and 
luxurious super yacht experience. This super yacht boasts 
accessibility across the entire expanse of the Great Barrier 
Reef, as far south as the Whitsundays to as far north as the 
tip of Australia.
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LUXURY VIP
EXPERIENCES

BIKE TOURS WITH A PRO - Various Locations

Retired professional road bicycle racer, Olympic gold 
medalist and Paris-Roubaix winner Stuart O’Grady will 
take guests on bespoke cycling tours under his tutelage. 
Experience some of Australia’s finest cycling stages 
accessible through his connections, enjoy meet-and-greets 
with some of cycling’s biggest stars, and pedal your way 
through a cycling tour to remember. Touring with Stuart 
O’Grady is accessible for all riders and provides expert 
advice and support every step of the way.

VIP TRAVEL: MEDIC & SECURITY - Various Locations

Experience the VIP lifestyle by traveling with your own 
private medic or security. Enjoy the comfort of absolute 
peace of mind and bask in the comfort of truly bespoke 
VIP travel, knowing that you’re assisted by professionals 
and arriving in style and safety to suit your specific needs. 
This exclusive option provides world-class, professional, 
and experienced support services wherever you may be 
exploring, whether it’s in the remote outback or urban 
sprawl.

PRIVATE BUTLER SERVICE - Various Locations

Bring an ultra-luxe edge to your holiday with a private 
butler to assist with your stay. Equipped to work in an elite 
environment with safety, security and communication 
paramount, these butlers are bolstered with the highest 
level of training in the private service industry, and 
are trained to support the lifestyle of high-net-worth 
individuals. Whether it’s for a private home, luxury resort, 
upon a yacht, aircraft or wherever they are needed, these 
butlers are here to enhance your luxury escape.

ICONIC SYDNEY VIP TOUR - Sydney

Take a deep dive into Sydney’s hidden gems and see the 
icons from a different angle. Venture behind the scenes of 
the iconic Sydney Opera House with a privileged-access 
fully-hosted tour, bask in exceptional views of the harbor 
while upon the fastest commercially operated vessel on 
the water, and discover the locally-preferred spots while 
enjoying premium access, being professionally guided and 
transferred in five-star VIP luxury and style.


